Assemble the following materials:

- Completed visual: *Ground Rules: Students* (saved from Lesson 1)
- Video player and video: *Pot or Not?*
- Poster 9: *Ways to Say “No”*
- Chart paper, masking tape, thick, felt-tip, nontoxic marker (if using chart paper visuals)

Prepare the following materials:

- Completed visual on chart paper or on the board: *Pot or Not?: Cast of Characters* (Activity 2B)
- Partial visual (title only) on chart paper or on the board: *Pot or Not?: Solutions* (Activity 5)
- Copy *Skit Preparation Sheet*, one for each group (Student Handout two skits per page)
- Copy *What’s the Real Story? Teenagers Want the Truth About Marijuana* for each student (Student Handout).